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Abstract

In this work, a comparison in terms of dielectric properties
(i.e. relative permittivity and conductivity) between ablated
and non-ablated kidney samples (N = 3) was conducted.
Measurements before and after ablation (N = 54) were per-
formed on three different tissues (cortex, outer medulla, in-
ner medulla) of ex-vivo ovine kidneys across the frequency
range of 500 MHz – 8.5 GHz. Results show that both rel-
ative permittivity and conductivity decrease after ablation
because of the decrease of the water content in the tissue. In
particular, the highest difference between pre-ablation and
post-ablation was observed in the tissue characterised by
the highest water content.

1 Introduction

Electromagnetic-based thermal ablation techniques, such as
Microwave Thermal Ablation (MTA), are widely used in
interventional oncology to locally remove cancerous tis-
sue by inducing a cytotoxic temperature increase. MTA
is safely adopted in clinical treatments of solid tumors in
different organs; clinical MTA procedure have been widely
adopted in the treatment of solid tumours such as hepatic tu-
mours and renal cells carcinoma in non-surgical candidates
[1,2]. The increasing clinical acceptance of MTA proce-
dures leads to the need for a thorough characterisation of
tissue changes occurring during the ablative process.

In MTA, an increase in temperature (up to 120 ◦C in the
treated tissue) is induced by the electromagnetic energy ab-
sorbed by the tissue. Complete necrosis of the tissue is
achieved almost instantaneously when temperatures exceed
60 ◦C [1–3]. The rapid decrease of water content and the
protein denaturation occurring in ablated tissues correspond
to distinctive changes in the electromagnetic, thermal, and
mechanical properties [3,4]. The interaction between the
deployed electromagnetic energy and the tissue is primarily
determined by the specific dielectric properties of the tis-
sue. Accordingly, accurate information about the changes
in dielectric properties of the tissue with the temperature in-
crease are needed to optimize the treatment outcomes and
better predict the induced thermal ablation zone [5,6]. This
information also helps to support the development of novel
non-ionizing monitoring techniques [7].

An accurate broadband characterization of the dielectric
changes occurring during thermal ablation and in the ab-
lated tissues is not available in the literature. A number
of studies have been conducted to characterize liver tis-
sue at physiological and hyperthermic temperatures [8–10];
whereas dielectric properties of kidney have been exten-
sively investigated mainly at body temperature [11], and
only limited data are available at hyperthermic temperatures
and only for selected frequencies [4,12].

In this contribution, we propose a preliminary investigation
of the changes in dielectric properties occurring in kidney
tissues due to a MTA procedure. The dielectric properties
of ablated and non-ablated ex-vivo ovine kidney tissues are
measured with the open-ended coaxial probe technique and
compared across the frequency range 500 MHz – 8 GHz.
This frequency range covers the frequencies of the MTA
applicators used in the clinical practice: 915 MHz and 2.45
GHz. It also covers recently investigated operating frequen-
cies, such as 5.8 GHz, which allow miniaturization in the
design of the MW applicator enabling smaller and more fo-
cused ablation zones [13].

2 Materials and Methods
Ovine kidneys (N = 3) were excised from sheep and were
obtained the same day from a local abattoir. The samples
were ablated with a fully cooled triaxial-based monopole
antenna optimized to operate at 2.45 GHz [14]. The ap-
plicator was connected to a peristaltic dispensing pump
(DP2000, Thermo-Fisher Scientific Inc, Waltham, Mas-
sachusetts, US) operating at 19.4 ± 1.2 ◦C and at a flow
rate of 40 ml/min. A microwave generator (Sairem, SAS,
France) was connected through a low-loss coaxial cable (50
Ω characteristic impedance) to the SMA connector of the
applicator. Three ablation procedures (one ablation for each
sample) were performed powering the applicator at 30 W
for 1 min. The baseline temperature of the samples was
22.2 ± 0.8 ◦C. During the ablation procedure, the temper-
ature was monitored via two fiber optic sensors (Neoptix
Inc., Québec, CA) placed on the transversal plane of the
applicator at a distance of 4 ± 0.4 mm from the antenna
feed. The fiber optic sensors were used to ensure that a
temperature of at least 60 ◦C was reached [1].



Figure 1. Three distinct tissues inside the kidney: cortex,
outer medulla and inner medulla. All tissues have differ-
ent histological composition and water content. Different
colour of each tissue makes them distinguishable.

As shown in Fig. 1, three different tissues can be distin-
guished inside the kidney: cortex, outer medulla and inner
medulla [16]. As these tissues are different in terms of his-
tological composition and water content, relative permittiv-
ity (εr) and electrical conductivity (σ ) were measured on
each of the three types of tissues in the sample.

Fig. 2 shows one of the samples after the MTA. We can
clearly see the ablation zone and we can verify that all three
types of tissue are ablated. This was confirmed for all three
samples.

The measurements of the dielectric properties (εr and σ )
were performed using an open-ended slim-form coaxial
probe (Keysight 85070E) connected directly to the vector
network analyser (VNA Keysight 5063A) [17]. The mea-
surement system uses a one port calibration method requir-
ing three different loads: open circuit, short circuit and
deionised water. The temperature of deionised water was
23.9 ◦C measured before the calibration. After the calibra-
tion, a 0.1 mol/L sodium chloride (NaCl) solution was used
for the validation procedure; then the dielectric properties
acquired during the validation were compared to the ref-
erence values reported in [19], and the percantage error is
shown in Table 1. The validation procedure was repeated
approximately every 30 minutes.

All of the measurements were performed acquiring 101 lin-
early spaced frequency points within 500 MHz – 8.5 GHz
frequency range. Three consecutive dielectric properties
measurements were performed on each tissue (N = 3) for
each sample (N = 3) before and after the ablation procedure;
in total 54 measurements were performed. The measure-
ments were performed following the measurement protocol
for characterization of dielectric properties of tissues [20].
All experimental data and associated metadata was col-
lected in line with the Minimum Information for Dielectric
Measurements of Biological Tissues (MINDER) guidelines
for reporting of dielectric data of biological tissues [21].

Figure 2. Kidney sample after the MTA. The applicator
was positioned so that the ablation zone partially covers all
three tissue types: cortex, outer medulla and inner medulla.

Table 1. The mean and the maximum value of the valida-
tion error in percentage.

Mean error [%] Max error [%]

Relative
permittivity 1.96 3.52

Conductivity 2.41 10.19

3 Results and Discussion
The results of the measurements of the dielectric proper-
ties of three kidney samples before and after the ablation
are shown in Fig. 3. The results are plotted as the average
of the three consecutive measurements performed on each
part of each sample. The relative permittivity is plotted in
red, with values displayed on the left axis. Conductivity is
plotted in blue and the conductivity values are on the right
axis. The results of the measurements before the ablation
are plotted with solid lines. The results of the measure-
ments that were performed after the ablation are plotted in
dashed lines. The results of the measurements on cortex tis-
sue are in the first row and the results of the measurements
on inner and outer medulla tissue are plotted in the second
row. All subplots are plotted with the same values on both
axes for comparison.

The values of the relative permittivity after the ablation are
lower than before the ablation for every sample and for ev-
ery tissue type (average difference in relative permittivity
5.55). The values of the conductivity of the cortex and
of the outer medulla of all three samples mostly stay the
same (average difference in conductivity 0.21 for cortex and
0.43 for outer medulla); while the conductivity of the inner
medulla decreases after the ablation (average difference in
conductivity 0.83).



(a) cortex of the 1st sample (b) cortex of the 2nd sample (c) cortex of the 3rd sample

(d) medulla of the 1st sample (e) medulla of the 2nd sample (f) medulla of the 3rd sample

Figure 3. Results of the dielectric properties measurements on three kidney samples. The columns correspond to one kidney
sample each. The first is cortex and the second row is combined plots for inner and outer medulla. Red lines are relative
permittivity and blue lines are conductivity. Solid lines are before the ablation and dashed lines are after the ablation.

The largest decrease in both relative permittivity and con-
ductivity after the ablation is observed in the inner medulla.
The inner medulla is the site where the urine drains into the
renal pelvis, i.e. the initial part of the ureter [22]. Therefore,
before the ablation, the values of the relative permittivity
and the conductivity higher than the values in the surround-
ing tissues are observed in the inner medulla because of its
higher water content. We can also see that the difference
within tissue types in relative permittivity and conductivity
is minimised after the ablation. The reduced range of prop-
erties is due to the fact that different tissue water content
of the different tissue types mostly influences the dielectric
properties of the tissues. After the ablation all the tissues
are dehydrated and therefore the differences in tissue water
content are minimised.

4 Conclusion

Dielectric properties measurements were conducted on
ovine kidney tissue, distinguishing between cortex, outer
medulla and inner medulla. The results suggest that both
relative permittivity and conductivity decrease after the
MTA treatment. We conclude that this change is mainly
due to the decrease of water content in the tissues dur-

ing the MTA. Indeed, the most significant change in rela-
tive permittivity and conductivity is observed for the tissue
characterised by the highest water content, i.e. the inner
medulla. We also observed that after the ablation all three
tissue types have similar dielectric properties; the decrease
in water content and the denaturation of proteins occurring
during the ablation minimise the difference in the dielectric
properties of the different tissue types.
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